Vtx 1300 review

Let your gaze take in its beefy cc V-twin and sleek shaft final drive to notice that these bikes are
serious about their VTX heritage. This muscular V-twin custom obviously follows right in the
footsteps of the awesome VTX as it delivers distinctive custom styling and loads of torque in a
high-value package. But this cruiser, by following the recipe of its bigger brother, also promises
to have the same success and we all know that the VTX models are built with the guarantee of
success. Following the VTX, introduced in , the cc version saw the production line in as a brand
new model featuring appropriate characteristics with the earlier bike. The VTX was introduced
with a muscular looking body, being quite long and low to the ground featuring significant rake
and trail. It presented unliked brakes, with a single large front disk. The VTX also uses a
carburetor unlike the fuel injected VTX, and therefore is much simpler in terms of design. This
lead to great sales numbers and the motor company was satisfied with the results of its new
cruiser. This gives us a good expectative and a clear clue of when this machine will be
redesigned. Yamaha also enters the scene by presenting their most powerful V Star and the
recipe behind it. At the heart of it beats a fuel-injected 80 cube engine, surrounded by a chassis
built to handle. Finished off with a little streamlined style and plenty of Star quality engineering,
the machine proves to be a fair competitor for the Honda. The other two competitors are not that
fair but that is what the manufacturers have to offer and that is on what I base my review. Suzuki
invites us to take our place on the boulevard with their new Suzuki Classic Cruiser, a bike that
captures all the kinetic energy of a crowded boulevard on a hot August night. With its
long-stroke, degree V-twin powerplant, the Boulevard C90 cranks out monstrous amounts of
torque, which you can tap into for a raw rush of acceleration in any gear. The Boulevard C90 is
equally at home on the wide-open highway. The Boulevard C90 is here to stay, and if he can, to
beat the Honda. The last two motorcycles are practically competing in a class of their own as
they feature bigger engine displacement and similar characteristics but I decided to mention
them because the Honda is suitable for the battle and I am sure that it can handle this kind of
competition. The idea was to create a muscular-looking machine that would prove its cruising
abilities through its looks and, of course, it succeeded. The broad fuel tang with tank-mounted
instruments makes a real statement on what the bike is all about and says toughness every time
you look at it. Its comfortable seat is very well designed and smoothly unites the fuel tank with
the beautifully-shaped rear fender. I especially appreciate the position of the chrome handlebars
which in communion with the floorboards provide a comfortable riding position. To complement
the visual appearance created with the new exhaust, Honda also added stylish chrome side
covers. Once on the desired machine, I quickly pulled away in order to receive the precious
information that I now gathered and formed a review. I have to admit that I expected this kind of
feedback from a cruiser but I had a small hope that the Honda would be another story. This
annoying aspect makes the bike lurch when transitioning from closed throttle to acceleration. I
also appreciate the instrument arrangement which is clean and spare while still providing the
necessary info although not completely. There are no frills, no fuel gauge, clock or any other
data that you would expect to encounter on this cruiser. Although a heavy cruising machine, the
VTX is very manageable in the handling department and it actually feels lighter when pulling
away. This can also be generated by the fact that the bike is pretty low. That same triangle
formed by the previous-mentioned elements is suitable to most riders and allows for a
comfortable riding position. In fact, this is what cruising is all about: comfortable riding along
the interstate with satisfying amounts of power and enormous torque-delivery available at any
given moment. I applied both brakes separately and I noticed that for the best result on the
heavy bike, I must say that they are not recommended separately when strongly braking.
Suspensions are very comfy and they are very well set in order to behave great while cornering
and that is pretty much what they are all about. Performance and comfort reach the highest
levels on this cruiser and part of that is due to the suspension system which makes sure to
provide a positive feedback in every situation. Overall, I suggest that if you are attracted to this
cruiser you should buy it without any second thoughts as the version has a good and positive
feedback. Although not situated in the top-end, the bike offers sufficient pull through the
powerband to satisfy an experienced rider but can be very calm when needed and that makes it
adequate for starters. If not, I must say that this is the impression that the bike left me and I
would be surprised to be wrong. The Honda VTX left me with a positive impression given by the
quality of its design, relaxed riding position and sufficiently wide powerband. This combined
qualities lead to a great riding experience on a beautiful and enjoyable machine which will
surely mark the spot in the years to come. Displacement: cc Type: liquid-cooled 52 degree
V-twin Bore and Stroke: Front Suspension: 41mm fork; 5. I based my review on this motorcycle
as all the features and specs are belonging to this first model at Hondas. The characteristics
encountered on the C version are also at the base of the other Honda VTX models so I would
only name the ones that are particular to each model in part. With its beautiful spoked wheels,

deeply valanced fenders, chrome-hooded headlight, and semi-sweptback handlebar, the VTXS
ups the ante when it comes to classic retro cool. This model can not be encountered in the
lineup but this year it features some cool colors like Black, Titanium, Dark Red Metallic, and
Metallic Blue. Build with the same purpose as its VTXT sibling, complete with large touring
windshield, spacious leather saddlebags and handy passenger backrest, the VTXT is the perfect
choice for riders seeking big performance in a slightly smaller machine with a slightly smaller
price tag. Yamaha also added leather-wrapped saddlebags, windshield and passenger backrest
in order to give the V Star Tourer even more wide open possibilities. The cubic-inch fuel
injected V-twin and belt final drive are good to go just about anywhere. Now you have the
chance to experience its awesome V-twin performance and enjoy the benefits of key features
designed for the open road. Meet the Boulevard C90T. Like the C90, it boasts a fuel-injected
degree V-twin engine that cranks out a load of torque down low, matched by exciting top-end
performance. It also has a spacious riding position and smooth suspension for comfortable
cruising. With a multitude of features, the C90T establishes its own identity. The C90T has an
aerodynamic windshield and a custom-designed backrest, encouraging you to take to the open
highway for true long-range cruising for maximum comfort. This machine also has a range of
custom features, from whitewall tires to studded seats, for its own bold look. The Boulevard
C90T, a classic cruiser that is as comfortable as it is stylish. The only problem remaining for
you is which version to choose based on your needs. Your browser does not support HTML5
video. Maxx Biker. Read More. What do you think? Motorcycle Finder:. Honda VTX. Competing
Vehicles. Active filters:. About US. Contact Us. Automotive journalist job. Rider comfort is
enhanced with comfortable ergonomics and a firmly padded saddle featuring a low inch seat
height. Staggered dual exhaust pipes produce a pleasing, throaty exhaust note. VTXS features
traditional spoke wheels. VTXR features retro-style cast wheels. Artfully designed tank-mounted
instruments. Dual exhaust with shorter pipes for street-rod look. VTX engine is a cc
liquid-cooled degree V-twin that delivers strong low-end and mid-range torque, with ample
power for passing and relaxed cruising. The engine mounting system uses carefully matched
hangers to eliminate unwanted vibration, while preserving the powerful character of the V-twin
engine. Simple-to-service screw-and-locknut valve clearance adjusters. Single 38mm
constant-velocity carburetor offers crisp throttle response at all engine speeds. Electronic
control unit ECU provides 3-D ignition maps for each cylinder, creating ideal spark advance
settings for superb rideability. Coolant-heated carburetor improves rideability and ensures
smooth operation in cold conditions. Two spark plugs per cylinder for efficient combustion at
all engine speeds. A unique dry-sump oil system utilizes a closed-crankcase design and places
the oil tank inside the gearbox case. The result is a freer-revving engine for improved power and
a lower engine height, allowing optimum rider ergonomics and a low inch seat height. Custom
chromed two-into-two exhaust system produces a deep exhaust note. Radiator with cooling fan
maintains consistent engine temperature for optimum performance and long engine life.
Maintenance-free automatic cam-chain tensioners. Reliable electric-starter system. Sturdy
clutch utilizes a rubber clutch-center damper to ensure smooth and quiet shifting. Five-speed
transmission with carefully selected gear ratios for exciting roll-on performance. Shaft
final-drive system provides smooth, low-maintenance operation. Drive-flange design at the
final-drive gear eliminates final-drive noise and wear, and simplifies rear wheel installation.
Large 41mm extended front fork provides 5. Dual chromed rear shocks with five-position
preload adjustment feature an advanced internal valve system for a comfortable ride. Front disc
brake features a twin-piston caliper with a large-diameter mm stainless-steel rotor. Combined
with the rear single-piston caliper and mm stainless-steel rotor, the brakes provide excellent
stopping power. Electric speedometer with easy-to-read classic numerals uses an electronic
speed sensor in the transmission, which eliminates the front-wheel-mounted speedometer
cable. This contributes to a clean, uncluttered look. Extensive chrome-finishing of engine parts
includes cylinder-head covers, valve inspection covers, airbox cover, left crankcase cover,
clutch cover and left-rear engine cover. Handlebar design provides a comfortable, upright riding
position. Comfortably padded, large-diameter handgrips with polished aluminum handlebar
switch housings and triple-clamp assembly. Reliable watt alternator. Durable, maintenance-free
amp-hour battery. Handlebar switches and controls use internationally approved ISO graphic
symbols. Convenient push-to-cancel turn-signal switch. Transferable one-year
unlimited-mileage limited warranty; extended coverage available with a Honda Protection Plan.
Assembled in Marysville, Ohio. For details on the HRCA, dealers should call , a. Pacific Time.
Engine Type: cc liquid-cooled 52o V-twin Bore and Stroke: Suspension Front: 41mm fork; 5.
Brakes Front: Single mm disc with twin-piston caliper Rear: Single mm disc with single-piston
caliper. Wheelbase VTXC: Trail VTXC: mm 5. Fuel Capacity: 4. California version meets current
CARB standards and may differ slightly due to emissions equipment. Sorry for the type o. In the

following qestions I stated but,what I meant to type was year model. I had just puchased my
VTXC cruiser and I have seen two different horsepower ratings ne was 75hp;and the other one
was 56 or 57 horse power. Which one is the true horse power rating? My bike is a model if that
makes ant difference. I also saw that the top speed for this bike is miles per hour. Thanks in
advance. Anthony Kodack. Read More. What do you think? Motorcycle Finder:. Honda VTX.
Competing Vehicles. Active filters:. About US. Contact Us. Automotive journalist job. Let me
start off by saying that I love motorcycles. I have owned over 10 different motorcycles in the last
3 years. I'm always complaining about something which leads to another motorcycle purchase.
Well, I must admit that this is the first time that I actually think that this motorcycle is a keeper.
First off, it can cruise all day at 80 mph with much more power to give. The first time I lead my
friends on a ride, they were commenting that I was going much too fast for them at 85 mph. I'm
usually the slow one in the group who rarely breaks 70 mph. Well, because the VTX was so
smooth and powerful, I just did not notice the speed. Also, with the low center of gravity, the
wind didn't bother me as much as my other bikes. Second, I thought that it will be difficult to
make a U-turn with it but figured out that it was easy as long as I turned the handlebars more
than lean. This keeps the motorcycle upright and the bike not feeling heavy. Third, it warms up
quickly with the carburetor so it is not a problem at all. I just switch it on, put on my helmet and
gloves, and I'm set to go. Fourth, knock on wood, but this bike has no problems. It is easy to
maintain yourself. Finally, it looks soooo good. I love all the aftermarket parts I can add on the
bike. There is quite a following of this motorcycle on line which makes parts and accessories
easy to find. This is definitely the motorcycle for those who want to find a motorcycle to own
long term. You can't go wrong with the reliability of Honda. May this be my last motorcycle?
Click here if this is your business. From reviews. If you are commenting on behalf of the
company that has been reviewed, please consider upgrading to Official Business Response for
higher impact replies. Was this review helpful? Write A Review Ask A question. Share this
page? Business Owner? Claim your free Review Centre Star Rating badge now! Claim your item
page Take control of your reviews by setting up your free Business Account. See Also Back in
the s a cc was considered a big motorcycle, and now we have bikes with three to four times that
displacement and even larger scooting around our streets and highways. The most popular
accessories sold for cruisers are windscreens, saddlebags and backrests, so last year Honda
introduced those items on a touring version of its largest cruiser, the VTX Not only is the less
expensive than the , but it also weighs about 90 pounds lessâ€”and those are very good things
indeed. To introduce its new VTXT, Honda invited the press to ride it late last fall in the local
California mountains, and in that day we were able to gain a fairly complete picture of the bike.
The C-model features abbreviated fenders with slant-spoke cast wheels and a street-rod look.
The VTXS offers deeply valanced fenders and wire spoke wheels. The fourth model, the new
Tourer, is based upon the R-model but has been equipped with such touring essentials as a
bolt-on windscreen, a pair of liter leather saddlebags and a chromed passenger backrest with
pad. All VTX models are powered by a liquid-cooled, degree, 1,cc V-twin engine with a
compression ratio of 9. The offers three valves and two spark plugs per cylinder, and inhales
through a single 38mm CV carburetor. The T-model is a good looking package, and in fact the
carries a strong family resemblance to the VTXT. My only styling complaint with all VTX13s is
the flange along the bottom of what otherwise appears to be a stretched, custom fuel tank. The
standard choke knob requires some fiddling during warm-up to keep the engine running
smoothly, and power reaches the ground through a driveshaft. Shifting is easy with the
heel-and-toe shifter, and clutch pull is moderate. Feed out the clutch and power is immediate.
With bore and stroke dimensions of The one we dyno tested last year delivered With the
single-pin crankshaft the rider feels a bit of throb as the revs build, yet the vibes are tamed by
dual two-axis primary counterbalancers. The various touring amenities on the T-model are stock
Honda accessory items that have been available previously, and in fact we tested one set up
very much this way last year. Though we did not weigh the new Tourer, the very similarly
dressed version we tested last year weighed pounds wet. With the wide-set floorboards and
broad handlebar seating is spacious, and the dished seat is comfortable. On this cool day it
certainly made a difference in our short ride. Having to fuss with buckles is a pain, so behind
each single standard buckle per side Honda hides a handy quick-release buckle that latches
with a click and releases with a squeeze; these bags cannot be locked. The backrest is relatively
upright and presents the passenger with a fairly secure mount. Of course more wind will reach
the passenger than the rider, and the passenger will also feel some engine throbbing through
the backrest. Another advantage of buying a turnkey touring model is that should your
accessorized bike be stolen or totaled in a crash heaven forbid , you may not get full value for it
from the insurance company unless you can produce the receipts. Third, if you buy it as a
complete model you can finance the entire package. Fourth, the factory installed accessories

are fully covered by the same warranty as the bike. Overall the Tourer is nicely styled with a
retro look, delivers good torquey performance and we found it a comfortable ride. Through the
suspension the rider feels connected with the road, and the mild throbbing of the engine is
soothing rather than bothersome. Its voluminous fenders, big handlebar and that old-fashioned
dished seat deliver classic style with real comfort. Save my name, email, and website in this
browser for the next time I comment. Northeast U. South Central U. Southeast U. West U. Rider
Magazine. Please enter your comment! Please enter your name here. You have entered an
incorrect email address! Most Popular. What's New? Rider Magazine - February 19, Rider
Magazine - February 17, Often ignored for the larger cc version, the handles better, weighs less
and provides slightly more ground clearance. Being shaft driven it is also maintenance free,
always a nice bonus. Only downside is that it does everything almost too easily that it rids the
bike of some of that adrenalin buzz. Skip to main content. Bikes for Sale Get Insurance. Search
form
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